MISSION: UNDERMINER

FIND the path that leads the Incredibles to the UNDERMINER’S DRILL. Use the blue arrows to move up, down, left or right. If you reach an explosion, try a different route.
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FROZONE is creating several paths of ice. Join him by completing this tricky puzzle and matching the pieces below to the correct spaces.
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Secret Identity

Every Super has a secret identity. Find out the real name of each Super by unscrambling the letters below.

CUILUS EBTS
NHELE RPAR
OBB APRR
LOIVET RARP
ADSH PRAAR
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FIND OUT Dash's maximum speed by taking the RIGHT TRAIL from start to finish, COLLECTING yellow speed points along the way. If you come across a math symbol, you'll need to turn back and try a different path!

CHECK OFF A CIRCLE FOR EACH SPEED POINT YOU COLLECT.

MPH (MILES PER HOUR)
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COPYCAT JACK-JACKS

Can you spot the JACK-JACK that is different from all the others? CROSS OUT all the matching pairs to reveal the ORIGINAL ONE.
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